
11-7-21     SCRIPTURE: Psalm 107 - Focus passage verses 23-32 (Scripture on the last pages) 
 

 In my 10-24 message, I said I don’t believe that anything that happens is a coincidence- it’s God.  In my 
message for Rich‘s memorial -I noted that birth and death are our life’s book ends, and like Rich -we have many 
books in between them which contain stories as well.   
 Our stories shouldn’t be left on the shelf- we must re-read them –so we can remember the lessons each 
story held then and how they can help us in our present and future time. 
 Psalm 107 is a psalm that highlights the trouble people experienced in life- that when they finally 
remembered that God IS on their side and called out to God for help- God helped them.  In truth-God had been 
helping them all along, they just couldn’t see it UNTIL they opened their eyes to see God.  
 It’s from personal experiences that the Psalmist reminds us of key truths about God’s love. It endures, it 
gathers us to God, & prods us to KNOW that God IS with us. Today we’ll be focusing on vs. 23 to 32.  
Some sailed over the ocean in ships, earning their living on the seas. They saw what the LORD can do, his 
wonderful acts on the seas. He commanded, and a mighty wind began to blow and stirred up the waves. The ships 
were lifted high in the air and plunged down into the depths. In such danger the sailors lost their courage; they 
stumbled and staggered like drunks— all their skill was useless. Then in their trouble they called to the LORD, and 
he saved them from their distress. He calmed the raging storm, and the waves became quiet. They were glad 
because of the calm, and he brought them safe to the port they wanted. They must thank the LORD for his 
constant love, for the wonderful things he did for them. They must proclaim his greatness in the assembly of the 
people and praise him before the council of the leaders. 
 You can tell by how this was written that the sailors knew & have seen what God had done in the past. 
Life was good. Seas were calm- that is until they weren’t, they tried to use their skills, but when that didn’t work-
they called to God.  
 What happens to our faith when we get TOO comfortable B/C the seas ARE calm?  At times many of us 
think we can stop praying, skip devotions-bible study, worship or reading the scriptures.  We allow our eyes to 
become blind in seeing God around us & we close our ears unable to hear God’s whispers.  Sometimes it takes a 
storm to begin brewing for us to remember to call to God for help.   
 And God- B/C of his love - calms our storms-not by changing or ending the challenge or heartache, but by 
calming the storm within US so that we can feel God’s presence-knowing that God WILL guide us through.   
 I’m sure we ALL have stories about this & I’m hoping that our message today will help so you can 
remember them. The story I’d like to share is the latest chapter now being written.  Some may remember when I 
was in a great deal of pain because of a stomach issue the last Sunday in August?  
 I woke up with it on Monday morning-when an urgent thought came to me. Call my G.I. doctor & make an 
appointment.  I did & I went through a battery of tests to find out I have acid reflux disease.  No problem- Change 
of diet & meds takes care of it pretty much.  But in one of those tests- an ultrasound- he saw something fuzzy.  An 
MRI was ordered & showed a small mass. I was told it was probably nothing, but to be sure I should go to a liver 
specialist.  Who then sent me for a CT scan with contrast so he could see it better.  His recommendation is to 
have the mass removed which will happen on 11/10.  A biopsy will then be done to see if it’s cancer or not. Then 
we’ll go from there.  I’m not worried, even if it’s cancer -I know God is with me.  
 Although I wanted you all to know about this- it isn’t the reason I’m sharing this with you today.  Let’s go 
back to that urgent thought to call the G.I. doctor.   



 It was the same type of urgency that I felt 32 years prior when I heard that the USA invaded Iraq in the 1st 
desert storm & my need to go to church after 17 years of being away, but there have been many other God 
instilled thoughts over the years- which nudged me towards certain actions.  
 It’s these previous thoughts and nudges that when followed- worked out in “it COULD ONLY be God” 
ways- which enabled me to take THIS recent nudge seriously.  This is why we need to remember HOW God 
helped us during our previous storms –that when we had called out to God- we could see that God WAS with us 
and B/C we trusted God – God led us to a safe place.   
 So wouldn’t remembering HOW those previous issues worked out- help us in times when we plunge down 
into the depths or are staggered by circumstances?  Yes- then instead of trying to fix it with our useless skills- we 
will call out to God more quickly so calm can be felt.   
 I encourage you to go back through previous storms-see that the good things that happened weren’t 
coincidences- but God.  This way YOU’RE prepared to call out to God when the next storm hits.  However we also 
must know that remembering these times has another purpose.   
 Just like the psalmist gathered stories from people’s difficult times so God’s love & care could be shared 
with others- we’re to share our stories with others as well B/C I believe that our stories will help people see that 
God WAS with them in their past struggles too, but this will also help them to be open to see God in their lives 
today.  
 Then together we can thank the Lord for his constant love- for the wonderful things God has done for us-
as we sing praises to God who is always with us!   

HEART TO HEART 
• Have you experienced an urgent nudge that proved to be meaningful?  
• In remembering the times God stepped in and how struggles worked out- did this help you get through 

other struggles more easily? 
 


